Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
24/07/2016 (Pre AGM)
Date of Meeting: 24/07/2016 Time of Meeting: 12:00hrs ended 13:30hrs Venue: Sport Wales, Cardiff
Convener: Chairman Steve Lloyd (SL)
Board Members Present: Jason Merchant (JM) Jon Shefford (JKS) Cameron Selley (CS) Lee Coulson
(LC) Gavin Williams (GW) Phil John (PJ) Haydn Jones (HJ) Lucy Witt (LW)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
SL welcomed everyone to the meeting
Apologies –
Apologies received from Ceri Martin (CM) Stef Collins (SC) Anne Marie Koukouravas (AMK)
Conflict of Interests –
SL asked the board if there were any conflicts of interest that needed to be declared prior to the
start of the meeting. None Declared.

Approval of Previous Board Minutes –
Minutes from the previous board meeting dated 25/05/16 were approved as a true and accurate
record and matters arising from those minutes were discussed. LW wanted to have a discussion
regarding the membership fees within those minutes (Discussed in more detail later)
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Givova
Board agreement that the new kit suppliers had done a good job of getting all the required kit ready
and distributed for all of the BW National teams for the summers FIBA tournaments. SL confirmed
that he had written personally to all the other companies who had expressed interest in becoming
our new technical kit sponsors and thanked them for their interest. CS to continue to work closely
with Givova to move things forward for the new season (New National teams and next summers
competitions)

Sport Wales Recognition Review
Numerous meeting with Ian Blackburn and Gareth Parry (Sport Wales) and all have gone well. Sports
Wales happy how SL has been dealing with member queries. Ian felt that review conditions should
be placed onto the BW website. This has been done.
3X3 FIBA
Wales 3x3 discussed. Prequalifies were not organised in time for Wales to be in the right state for
the teams to attend the competition. The correct administrative procedures were not followed.
Teams were selected without pre-qualifiers so Wales’s teams not allowed to attend summer events
by FIBA. SL wrote to FIBA explained the situation and a supportive e-mail was received back but a
compulsory fine has been issued for breach of regulations. This fine has been paid by BW. SL noting
that the process of entering teams was incorrect but we will learn from this mistake to ensure it
doesn’t happening again. A dedicated 3x3 BW liaison is required to oversee the 3x3 process. Karen
Solomon’s a member of the BW Performance committee has offered to take on this important role.
This will be discussed and approved at our next meeting

Basketball Wales Social Media
GW to contact people with own pages and tell them to take them down. Accounts with BW to be
shut down and alternative provided.
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British Basketball (BBF) Update
Various meeting attended - LW and GW went to a joint board meeting in London with BBF.
Practicalities discussed with communication between the Home Nations and BBF and the processes
that need to be put in place in preparation for the 1st October deadline for BBF becoming the FIBA
member. GW to work with colleagues from Basketball Scotland and Basketball England on a service
level agreement (SLA) outlining different responsibilities post 1st October.

Terry price cup
Agreed that a date needs to be set and put in the central BW calendar. JM to liaise with NWBA and
SWBA with regards to the fixtures in the relevant leagues to ensure both leagues are completed in a
timely manner and not to allow the TP cup to overspill past May. NWBA raised concerns over having
the TP cup in Cardiff each year, it was felt that the option of hosting in North and south wales
biannually should continue, with the possibility of using a mid-point such as Aberystwyth university,
providing the court has spectator seating.

BW Calendar
LW pencilled in dates for the upcoming calendar - SL this is very important but it will take time to
bed in. Initial hiccups anticipated, but from Sept 2016 must have events calendared to have BW
support. GW to be the lead on this matter. FIBA calendar model considered, feed to GW and he will
act as appropriate.

BW Sponsorship
Sponsorship - Dennis Campbell (DC) - nothing in as yet. GW to follow-up and speak with DC, the
Board requires progress report and sponsorship guidelines from Dennis by the 1st September that
will be applicable across all notional teams.
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BW Articles
Great deal of work has been done on the new articles, a version has been completed and has been
given to the membership in preparation for the resolution to adopt them at the AGM. JKS has
worked with the dedicated professional provided by Sport Wales. JKS thanked Sport Wales for this
assistance.
On Side Law
This invoice has now been paid
BW Grants/Support
None available retrospectively, but next season coaches as well as our affiliated leagues
(NWBA/SWBA) can apply. SWBA grant application dated 19/04/2016 for £1000 contribution towards
the 2016 SWBA finals fours will be discussed and voted on at the board meeting in October.
WSA Membership
The Board approved membership of WSA, GW to look into options and make appropriate
membership payment
BW Policies and Documents
A number of key BW polices and documents have been updated in recent months. This has been
done in conjunction with the Sport Wales recognition review. All these documents are on the BW
website for our members to view and download. All board members have had the opportunity to
review and comment. PJ proposed that these documents be formally accepted by the board, this
was seconded by JM and approved by the board.
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Membership Fees 2016/17
LP picking up from the minutes of the previous meeting agreed that there is a need to increase the
fees to offset the coast incurred for using PayPal and the new online registrations system (website
hosting, domain name and ongoing maintenance) but there is a need for a membership document to
outline what the BW membership benefits are. GW to pull this document together for board
approval at the next meeting. Discussion also had regarding the membership fees of senior women.
Currently there is no BW competition for senior women in Wales. BW to look into ways of assisting
clubs who play outside of Wales for competition to offset some of the new price increases.
Possibility of a grant?
AOB
Noting discussed

Date of next Meeting
Wednesday 5th October 2016, Cardiff Met University
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